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Paxia IFX Innovations
Enhancement Snapshot

Order Import

For over 20 years, Paxia has had a rich history of continuous improvement and constant
feature enhancements which provide catering management solutions that fit the needs
of our global customer base.
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Airlines can enter prices for
contracted items into IFX which
allows for an automated audit of the
catering cost. The system checks the
caterer’s entered price against the
agreed contracted price. If the price
point does not match, it is rejected,
preventing overspending.

BURN

ENHANCES
PASSENGER
EXPERIENCE
Pre-Selection

Airlines can allow their passengers
to pre-select catering service
choices prior to their journey and
send that information into IFX
electronically. IFX can
automatically adjust the order
quantities based on the
pre-selections.

Dynamic Orders
through Custom
Formula

Through the IFX dynamic
PAX formula, airlines have
the ability to auto-calculate
order numbers using
real-time data as
passenger and SPML
counts change for various
cabins over the course of
time from pre-flight to
actual departure time. This
ensures that only the
correct amount of service
meals are loaded onto the
plane, thereby reducing
weight and saving on fuel.

Spec Prices
Upload via
Template

By utilizing the IFX predefined template, caterers
are able to enter prices in
bulk and upload into the
system, eliminating the
time-consuming task of
loading prices one-at-a-time.
Users are notified of upload
status via an email.

Caterer Pricing
and Audit
Caterer Pricing and
Audit

Automated Price
Roll-up and Auditing

IFX will automatically calculate
an expected raw food cost
based on the lowest level spec
component pricing and usage. If
the caterer input price is different
from the system calculated
price, it is rejected for further
review. This allows airline
reviewers to audit only rejections
to ensure the lowest possible
catering cost.

Pre-Selection

Pre-selecting catering choices
prior to the flight departure and
automatic updates to the order
quantities based on the
pre-selections greatly reduces
the guess work and the overall
catering cost.

Bulk Approve

Authorized
administrators can
approve multiple
invoices in a
bulk action instead of a
time-consuming, single
mode approval.

Driven by our expert product team and our customer visionaries, we have designed our
products to enable swift changes in direction to deliver solutions that are both relevant
and meets our customer use cases.
Our fundamental goal is to ensure that our systems
save time, improve efficiency, and reduce catering
costs. As we continue to innovate, regular communitybased software releases ensure our customers are
updated with the latest features
to support, meet, and
solve their business
challenges.

Through the IFX order
import feature, users are
now able to upload
manual Service Orders
into the system using a
pre-defined template,
saving time and increasing
efficiency by replacing a
manual process.

Airlines can quickly check
caterer-entered prices
against the agreed upon
contracted price through
custom designed IFX
screens, saving time versus
the tedious and often,
manual pricing comparisons
which improves the speed to
market.

Automated Price
Roll-up and
Auditing

By automatically calculating
the parent price, IFX
significantly speeds up the
ability to calculate and
compare meal prices.
Decisions are made quickly
with every menu change
ensuring faster changes to
the business.

Order Dashboard

Through the IFX fully
automated meal order
dashboard, airline’s
operational staff can have an
overview of the latest order
against the passenger
check-in status, capturing all
operational updates that aid
streamlining the process for
on-time departures.

Automated Price
Roll-up and
Auditing

IFX pricing functionality
provides a simple solution to
the complex calculation of a
parent price, when
spec pricing is maintained at
the component level. End
users can use granular
pricing and quickly achieve a
consolidated pricing
overview.

Highlighted Spec
Version Changes

Highlighted changes within
a specification can be
easily reviewed between
the selected versions,
saving valuable time when
bench marked against a
manual 'spot-thedifference' style
comparison.

Email
Personalization

To increase work
efficiency, IFX allows
users to set preferences
on the types of systemgenerated emails they
want to receive and
which ones they wish to
opt out of.

Order Dashboard
IFX provides airlines the
ability to auto-generate
the meal order in a single
dashboard, eliminating the
need for Airport staff to
monitor and enter
passenger check-in
counts, SPML counts, and
passenger adjustment
rules necessary to support
the departure process.
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